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Ab initio equation-of-motion coupled cluster (EOM-CCSD) calculations have been performed on a set of 44
complexes to obtain one-bond H-Y spin-spin coupling constants (1hJH-Y) across X-H-Y hydrogen bonds,
with Y as the second-period elements15N, 17O, and19F. For complexes with traditional hydrogen bonds, the
reduced Fermi-contact terms and the reduced one-bond spin-spin coupling constants (1hKH-Y) are negative.
Since1KX-H has been shown previously to be positive, a change of sign of these two coupling constants must
occur along the proton-transfer coordinate. For complexes with symmetric X-H-X hydrogen bonds, the
two reduced X-H coupling constants are equal and positive at equilibrium. For complexes stabilized by
hydrogen bonds that have some proton-shared character, both1hKH-Y and1KX-H are also positive. The signs
of all three reduced coupling constants (1hKH-Y, 2hKX-Y, and1KX-H) that can arise between pairs of hydrogen-
bonded atoms are interpreted in terms of the nuclear magnetic resonance triplet wave function model
(NMRTWM). Determination of the signs of1hKH-Y and1KX-H could be useful for confirming the presence
or absence of a proton-shared hydrogen bond.

Introduction

There are three spin-spin couplings that can arise between
pairs of atoms which form an X-H-Y hydrogen bond. Two
are one-bond couplings, the first being coupling between the
covalently bonded X and H atoms (1JX-H), and the second
between the atoms H and Y which form the hydrogen bond
(1hJH-Y). The third coupling is a two-bond coupling between
the hydrogen-bonded X and Y atoms (2hJX-Y). In a series of
papers1-8 we have presented the results of systematic investiga-
tions of two-bond spin-spin coupling constants (2hJX-Y) across
X-H-Y hydrogen bonds, focusing primarily on hydrogen
bonds formed from the second period elements13C, 15N, 17O,
and19F. In a recent paper, we reexamined the two-bond coupling
constants that had been calculated and demonstrated that, except
for F- F coupling in the HF dimer,8 all reduced Fermi-contact
terms and reduced spin-spin coupling constants (2hKX-Y) are
positive.9 This is an important result because of its generality
and because it allows for the prediction of the signs of the
experimentally measured spin-spin coupling constants2hJX-Y

across C-H-N, N-H-N, O-H-N, F-H-N, C-H-O,
O-H-O, F-H-O, and C-H-F hydrogen bonds. We then
turned our attention to the one-bond coupling constants (1JX-H)
for a set of complexes with13C-1H, 15N-1H, 17O-1H, and19F-
1H as proton donors and observed that all reduced Fermi-contact
terms and reduced spin-spin coupling constants (1KX-H) are
also positive, in agreement with experimental data for the
proton-donor monomers.10 Insight into the signs of these one-
and two-bond coupling constants was gained through the newly
formulated nuclear magnetic resonance triplet wave function
model (NMRTWM).11 What is needed to complete this inves-
tigation of the signs of coupling constants between hydrogen-
bonded atoms is an analysis of the remaining one-bond spin-
spin coupling constants1hJH-Y. It is the purpose of this paper

to present such an analysis for complexes with X-H-Y
hydrogen bonds, with Y as the second-period elements15N, 17O,
and19F.

Method of Calculation

The structures of the hydrogen-bonded complexes investi-
gated in this study have been fully optimized at second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)12-15 with the
6-31+G(d,p) basis set.16-19 Harmonic vibrational frequencies
were computed to ensure that all structures are equilibrium
structures on their potential surfaces.

Spin-spin coupling constants were computed using the
equation-of-motion coupled cluster method (EOM-CCSD) in
the CI-like approximation,20-23 with the Ahlrichs24 qzp basis
set on N, O, and F, qz2p on the hydrogen-bonded H atom, and
Dunning’s cc-pVDZ basis25,26 on all other H atoms. In the
nonrelativistic approximation, the total spin-spin coupling
constant is the sum of four components: the paramagnetic spin-
orbit (PSO), diamagnetic spin-orbit (DSO), Fermi-contact (FC),
and spin-dipole (SD) terms. All terms were evaluated for most
complexes. However, full calculations are not feasible for a few
of the complexes included in this study, so only the FC term
was evaluated. Approximating1hJH-Y by the FC term was done
only when justified by the results of full calculations on similar
complexes.

To analyze the effect of changing hydrogen bond type on
H-Y coupling constants, structures of N2H7

+ (H3Na-H+-
NbH3) were optimized at fixed Na-H distances, starting at Na-H
) 1.00 Å and incrementing Na-H in steps of 0.05 to 1.25 Å.
Spin-spin coupling constants were computed for the optimized
complex at each Na-H distance. Data for the equilibrium
structure of N2H7

+ (C3V) which has an Na-H distance of 1.113
Å, and for theD3d structure which has an Na-H distance of
1.299 Å, were also included. Similar calculations were per-
formed on the H2OH+:NCH complex that has an equilibrium
structure with a proton-shared hydrogen bond. Geometry
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optimizations were carried out using the Gaussian 98 suite of
programs,27 and coupling constants were obtained using ACES
II.28 All calculations were performed on the Cray SV1 or the
Itanium Cluster at the Ohio Supercomputer Center.

Results and Discussion

Complexes with Traditional Hydrogen Bonds. Table 1
presents X-Y distances, H-Y distances,1hJH-Y and its com-
ponents, and1hKH-Y for complexes with N, O, or F as the proton
acceptor atom. This table is organized so that complexes with
X-H-N hydrogen bonds appear first, followed by those with
X-H‚‚‚O and then X-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds. Within each
group, the complexes are listed according to the hybridization
of the proton-acceptor atom in the order sp, sp2, and sp3. For
each proton acceptor molecule, complexes with C-H donors
are listed first and then N-H, O-H, and F-H. For a given
X-H donor, neutral molecules are listed first, followed by
cationic proton donors. Within each subgroup, donors are listed
according to the hybridization of X in the order sp, sp2, and
sp3.

The 19 complexes with traditional N-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds
comprise by far the most extensive set. The proton acceptors
include nitrogen atoms that are sp (HCN), sp2 (pyridine and
pyrazine), and sp3 (NH3) hybridized. All complexes have linear
N-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds except for HOH:NCH, which has a
slightly nonlinear hydrogen bond. For these complexes, the FC
term approximates the total H‚‚‚N coupling constant (1hJH-N)
quite well, with the largest difference being 0.5 Hz for
FH:NCH. However, the values of1hJH-N are relatively small,
varying between 1 and 5 Hz. These small coupling constants
are not surprising in view of the long H-N distances. However,
the most interesting feature of these coupling constants is that
all 1hJH-N values are positive. Since the magnetogyric ratio of
1H is positive and that of15N is negative, all reduced H-N
coupling constants (1hKH-N) across X-H-N hydrogen bonds
are negative, as seen in Table 1.

The proton acceptors in complexes with X-H‚‚‚O hydrogen
bonds are CO, H2CO, and H2O, which have O atoms that are
sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridized, respectively. The 6 complexes with
CO as the proton acceptor have linear X-H‚‚‚O hydrogen
bonds. Since complexes with H2CO can have hydrogen bonds

TABLE 1: Computed X -Y and Y-H Distances (Å) and One-Bond Coupling Constants (1hJH-Y) and Its Components (Hz), and
Reduced Coupling Constants [1hKH-Y (N A-2 m-3) × 1019)] for X -H-Y Hydrogen Bonds, with X ) 15N, 17O, and 19F

X-H‚‚‚N R(X-N) R(H-N) PSO DSO FC SD 1hJH-N
1hKH-N

NCH
1 NCH:NCH 3.316 2.244 0.2 -0.3 2.1 -0.2 1.8 -1.5
2 F3CH:NCH 3.456 2.373 1.3 1.3a -1.1
3 HNCH+:NCH 2.832 1.704 0.5 -0.4 3.2 -0.4 3.5 -2.9
4 CNH:NCH 2.996 1.984 0.3 -0.4 3.3 -0.3 2.9 -2.4
5 pyrrole:NCH 3.160 2.149 2.5 2.5a -2.1
6 pyridinium:NCH 2.872 1.836 5.1 5.1a -4.2
7 pyrazinium:NCH 2.833 1.792 5.0 5.0a -4.1
8 H3NH+:NCH 2.830 1.781 0.5 -0.4 4.9 -0.4 4.6 -3.8
9 HOH:NCH 3.126 2.159 0.3 -0.4 2.7 -0.2 2.4 -2.0

10 FH:NCH 2.817 1.879 0.4 -0.5 4.2 -0.4 3.7 -3.0

Azines
11 NCH:pyridine 3.163 2.080 3.4 3.4a -2.8
12 CNH:pyridine 2.793 1.753 2.8 2.8a -2.3
13 FH:pyridine 2.611 1.644 2.1 2.1a -1.7
14 FH:pyrazine 2.638 1.678 2.9 2.9a -2.4

NH3
15 NCH:NH3 3.204 2.123 0.3 -0.2 2.8 -0.2 2.7 -2.2
16 F3CH:NH3 3.341 2.255 1.9 1.9a -1.6
17 CNH:NH3 2.846 1.811 3.1 3.1a -2.5
18 pyrrole:NH3 3.036 2.015 3.1 3.1a -2.5
19 FH:NH3 2.637 1.673 0.5 -0.5 2.9 -0.3 2.6 -2.1

X-H‚‚‚O R(X-O) R(H-O) PSO DSO FC SD 1hJH-O
1hKH-O

CO
20 NCH:OC 3.478 2.411 0.3 -0.3 0.7 -0.2 0.5 -0.3
21 OCH+:OC 2.921 1.812 0.7 -0.5 6.0 -0.3 5.9 -3.6
22 HNCH+:OC 3.079 1.993 0.5 -0.4 4.1 -0.3 3.9 -2.4
23 HCNH+:OC 2.785 1.752 0.8 -0.6 4.5 -0.4 4.3 -2.6
24 H3NH+:OC 3.035 2.008 0.5 -0.5 3.8 -0.3 3.5 -2.1
25 FH:OC 3.051 2.124 0.5 -0.6 2.5 -0.3 2.1 -1.3

H2CO
26 FH:OCH2 2.670 1.743 0.9 -0.7 5.6 -0.8 5.0 -3.1

H2O
27 HOH:OH2 2.914 1.946 0.6 -0.5 4.9 -0.3 4.7 -2.9
28 FH:OH2 2.661 1.718 0.9 -0.6 7.3 -0.4 7.2 -4.4

X-H‚‚‚F R(X-F) R(H-F) PSO DSO FC SD 1hJH-F
1hKH-F

HF
29 NCH:FH 3.216 2.148 -2.2 2.0 -9.9 0.1 -10.0 -0.9
30 OCH+:FH 2.713 1.601 -4.9 2.9 -68.0 -0.8 -70.8 -6.3
31 HNCH+:FH 2.862 1.778 -2.5 2.7 -47.0 -0.8 -47.6 -4.2
32 HCNH+:FH 2.603 1.561 -5.6 3.7 -50.3 -0.1 -52.3 -4.6
33 H3NH+:FH 2.813 1.808 -1.8 3.2 -42.3 -0.7 -41.6 -3.7
34 H2OH+:FH 2.523 1.514 -5.5 4.3 -55.1 0.7 -55.6 -4.9
35 FH:FH 2.777 1.856 -4.1 3.9 -28.7 2.0 -26.9 -2.4

a Estimated from the Fermi-contact term.
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that deviate significantly from linearity because of secondary
interactions, only one complex with H2CO has been included
in this study. This complex, FH:OCH2, has a hydrogen bond
that deviates from linearity by 9°. Two complexes with H2O as
the proton acceptor have been included, and these have slightly
nonlinear hydrogen bonds. The H-O coupling constants in
complexes with X-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds are again small,
ranging from about 0.5 to 7 Hz. The FC term approximates
1hJH-O well, with the largest difference of 0.6 Hz found for
FH:OCH2 which has1hJH-O equal to 5.0 Hz. Once again, all
one-bond H-O coupling constants are positive. Since17O has
a negative magnetogyric ratio,1hKH-O values are again negative,
as seen in Table 1.

Complexes stabilized by X-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds have FH
as the proton acceptor molecule. The 7 complexes in this group
have hydrogen bonds that deviate slightly from linearity. Table
1 reports the H‚‚‚F coupling constants for these complexes,
which vary from-10 to -71 Hz. Once again, the FC term
approximates1hJH-F quite well, with the largest difference found
for OCH+:FH, in which case the FC term and1hJH-F are-68.0
and -70.8 Hz, respectively. Since1H and 19F have positive
magnetogyric ratios,1hJH-F and1hKH-F are negative.

As is well-know, reduced coupling constants,KAB, are used
when comparing coupling between difference pairs of elements
in order to remove the dependence on the magnetogyric ratios
of the coupled atoms A and B. It is significant that the values
of 1hKH-Y are negative for all H‚‚‚Y coupling constants reported
in Table 1 for complexes with traditional X-H‚‚‚N, X-H‚‚‚
O, and X-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds, independent of the nature of
the proton donor X-H. Thus, with the single exception of F-F
coupling between two HF molecules,1KX-H and 2hKX-Y are
positive, whereas1hKH-Y is negative for hydrogen-bonded
complexes involving second-period elements. Since the Fermi-
contact term is the dominant term for determiningJ, insight
into the positive signs of the reduced Fermi-contact terms for

one-bond X-H and two-bond X-Y coupling (and therefore
1KX-H and 2hKX-Y) was previously gained from the nuclear
magnetic resonance triplet wave function model (NMRTWM).11

This model relates the sign of the contribution to the reduced
FC term from a given sigma-type triplet state in the sum-over-
states expression for the FC term29 to the nodal patterns of the
excited-state wave function and the orientation of the coupled
magnetic nuclei.

Figure 1 shows the nodal patterns for low-energy triplet-state
wave functions that have zero, one, or two nodes intersecting
the X-Y axis. In terms of these states, those that dominate
1KX-H could have either one node intersecting the X-Y axis
through the X-H covalent bond (Figure 1b) or two nodes, one
intersecting the X-H covalent bond and the other the H‚‚‚Y
hydrogen bond (Figure 1d). In both types of states, the
orientation of the nuclear magnetic moments of X and H are
antiparallel. For2hKX-Y, states with one node intersecting the
X-Y axis either between the X-H covalent bond (Figure 1b)
or the H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bond (Figure 1c) make positive contribu-
tions and must therefore dominate. The data obtained in the
present study show that the signs of1hKH-Y are negative,
suggesting that states with either no nodes (Figure 1a) or one
node intersecting the X-H covalent bond (Figure 1b) must
dominate, although the number of excited triplet states with no
nodes is expected to be small. What is of utmost significance
is the observation that the signs of1KX-H, 2hKX-Y, and1hKH-Y

are consistent with the dominant role of triplet states with wave
functions that have one node (Figure 1b) (or an odd number of
nodes) intersecting the covalent X-H bond, and no nodes (or
an even number of nodes) intersecting the H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bond.
Thus, these data suggest that triplet states with the same nodal
patterns are dominant for the three coupling constants which
arise between the atoms that form the X-H-Y hydrogen bond.
The magnitude of the contribution to1KX-H, 2hKX-Y, and1hKH-Y

from each state cannot be determined without a full sum-over-
states calculation, which is not feasible.29,30

Since1KX-H and2hKX-Y are positive and1hKH-Y is negative
for complexes with traditional hydrogen bonds, it is possible
to predict the signs of experimentally measured one- and two-
bond coupling constants across X-H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bonds. The
predicted signs are given in Table 2. Since the magnetogyric
ratio of 1H is positive,1JX-H is positive if the magnetogyric
ratio of X is positive, and1hJH-Y is positive if the magnetogyric
ratio of Y is negative.2hJX-Y is positive if neither or both X or
Y have negative magnetogyric ratios.

Complexes with Proton-Shared Hydrogen Bonds.Since
1KX-H is positive and1hKH-Y is negative for complexes with
traditional hydrogen bonds, there must be a change in the signs

Figure 1. Nodal patterns and nuclear magnetic moment alignments
for lower-energy triplet states for a traditional X-H-Y hydrogen bond.

TABLE 2: Summary of the Predicted Signs of One- and Two-Bond Spin-Spin Coupling Constants across X-H-Y Hydrogen
Bonds

Traditional Hydrogen Bonds
sign of1KX-H sign of1JX-H

+ + for X ) 13C and19F
- for X ) 15N and17O

sign of1hKH-Y sign of1hJH-Y
- - for Y ) 13C and19F

+ for Y ) 15N and17O
sign of2hKX-Y sign of2hJX-Y

+ + if the magnetogyric ratios of neither or both X and Y are negative
- if the magnetogyric ratio of either X or Y is negative

Symmetric or Quasisymmetric Hydrogen Bonds
signs of1KX-H and1KH-Y signs of1JX-H and1hJH-Y

+ + when X) 13C and19F
- when X) 15N and17O

sign of2hKX-Y sign of2hJX-Y
+ + if the magnetogyric ratios of neither or both X and Y are negative

- if the magnetogyric ratio of either X or Y is negative
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of the X-H and H-Y coupling constants as the proton is
transferred from X to Y and the ion-pair X-‚‚‚+H-Y is formed.
Sign changes of coupling constants have been observed
experimentally by Limbach and co-workers in studies of the
temperature dependence of F-H and H-N coupling constants
for the FH:collidine complex.31-33 These investigators inter-
preted their experimental results in terms of proton transfer from
F to N as a function of temperature and solvent ordering. Our
calculations also indicated that F-H and H-N coupling
constants change sign as the proton is transferred from F to N
in the FH:NH3 and FH:pyridine complexes, which were used
as models for FH:collidine.34 The variation of1JF-H, 1hJH-N,
and2hJF-N along the proton-transfer coordinate is illustrated for
FH:NH3 in Figure 2.

Perhaps the simplest approach for examining changes in the
signs of one-bond coupling constants as a function of proton
transfer is to focus on1JX-H and1hJH-Y for a complex that may
have a symmetric hydrogen bond, such as N2H7

+. Although the
equilibrium structure of N2H7

+ hasC3V symmetry with N-H

distances of 1.113 and 1.591 Å, there is a transition structure
of D3d symmetry that has a symmetric Na‚‚‚H‚‚‚Nb hydrogen
bond. In this structure, the N-H distances are 1.299 Å, and the
two N-H coupling constants (1JNa-H) and (1hJH-Nb) have equal
values of-26.5 Hz. How these coupling constants change as
the proton is transferred from one nitrogen (Na) to the other
(Nb) is illustrated in Figure 3. At an Na-H distance of 1.00 Å,
1JNa-H is -73.2 Hz and1hJH-Nb is +3.3 Hz. As the proton moves
from Na to Nb, 1hJH-Nb must pass through 0.0 Hz and then
become negative and equal to1JNa-H when the hydrogen bond
is symmetric. As the proton continues to move toward Nb, the
Nb-H coupling constant becomes more negative and the Na-H
coupling constant eventually becomes positive as Nb-H be-
comes the proton donor and Na the proton acceptor. It is
interesting that1hJH-Nb changes sign near the equilibrium Na-H
distance of 1.113 Å. This explains the very small value of-0.3
Hz for 1hJH-Nb for the equilibriumC3V structure of N2H7

+.
The equilibrium structures of (HCN)2H+, (H2O)2H+, (CO)2H+,

and (HF)2H+ have symmetric hydrogen bonds, and1KX-H

and1hKH-X are equal and positive for each complex. Can these
signs be explained by NMRTWM? For ease of discussion, we
focus only on those triplet states with wave functions that have
zero, one, or two nodes intersecting the hydrogen bonding axis
between the two X atoms, as illustrated in Figure 4. As noted
above in the discussion of the signs of reduced one- and two-
bond coupling constants for traditional hydrogen bonds, the
dominance of states with one node intersecting the hydrogen-
bonding axis through the X-H covalent bond is consistent with
the signs of1KX-H, and1hKH-Y. What happens to the contribu-
tions from such states when the hydrogen bond is a symmetric
proton-shared X‚‚‚H‚‚‚X hydrogen bond? For symmetric hy-
drogen bonds, wave functions with a single node must have
that node intersecting the hydrogen-bonding axis through the
hydrogen-bonded proton, as illustrated in Figure 4b. Contribu-
tions to the two X-H coupling constants from states with such
wave functions must be zero. Thus, the states that must dominate
1JX-H and1hJH-X (and make1KX-H and1hKH-X positive) have
wave functions with an odd number of nodes intersecting each
X-H bond, as illustrated in Figure 4c. Moreover, similar states
are expected to dominate in complexes that have quasi-
symmetric hydrogen bonds, such as COH+:FH (or HFH+: OC)

Figure 2. The variation of coupling constants as a function of the
F-H distance in FH:NH3. Fermi-contact terms, open symbols; total J,
filled symbols; triangles: F-H coupling; diamonds, H-N coupling;
squares, F-N coupling.

Figure 3. The variation of the Fermi-contact term for Na-H and H-Nb coupling in N2H7
+ (H3Na-H‚‚‚NbH3)+ as a function of the Na-H distance.

Solid circles, FC term for Na-H; solid squares, FC term for H-Nb.
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and H2OH+:NCH (or HCNH+:OH2). As evident from Table 3,
these complexes have positive values of both1KX-H and1hKH-Y.
Somewhere along the proton-transfer coordinate, the sign of
one of these coupling constants must change, depending on
whether the H atom approaches X or Y. The data of Table 1
show that 1hJH-Y is small for complexes with traditional
X-H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bonds. Thus, the change of sign of1hKH-Y

must occur at an H-Y distance that corresponds to a X-H
distance that is slightly longer than the X-H equilibrium
distance in a complex with a traditional X-H‚‚‚Y hydrogen
bond. This can be seen for the H2OH+:NCH complex in Figure
5, which shows that1hJH-N changes sign at an O-H distance
similar to that in H3O+. Figure 2 shows that1hJH-N changes

sign at an F-H distance slightly longer than the equilibrium
F-H distance in the FH:NH3 complex.

For all types of hydrogen bonds, lower-energy triplet states
that have wave functions with one node intersecting the X-H
bond dominate and make2hKX-Y and 1KX-H positive. These
same states also dominate and make1hKH-Y negative when the
hydrogen bond is traditional. However, when the hydrogen bond
is symmetric, the dominate states for1KX-H and 1hKH-Y are
those with one node (or an odd number of nodes) intersecting
the X-H bond and one node (or an odd number of nodes)
intersecting the H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bond, as illustrated in Figure
4c. There must be a smooth transition in the states that dominate
the reduced spin-spin coupling constants as the hydrogen-
bonded proton moves along the proton-transfer coordinate. The
signs of2hKX-Y, 1KX-H, and1hKH-Y for traditional and proton-
shared hydrogen bonds are summarized in Scheme 1.

The results of this study suggest that the signs of the two
one-bond spin-spin coupling constants could be used to detect
the presence of a proton-shared (or low-barrier) hydrogen bond.
If the signs of1hKH-Y and1KX-H are the same, then the hydrogen
bond is proton-shared or has moved far enough along the proton-
transfer coordinate to acquire proton-shared character. This
prediction is in agreement with the signs of the two one-bond
spin-spin coupling constants reported by Limbach and co-
workers for the proton-shared complex of HF with collidine.31-33

These investigators reported values of+30 and-50 Hz for
1JF-H and1hJH-N, respectively, for an FH:collidine complex with
a proton-shared hydrogen bond. Thus, both1KF-H and1hKH-N

are positive for this complex.

Figure 4. Nodal patterns and nuclear magnetic moment alignments
for lower-energy triplet states for a symmetric X‚‚‚H‚‚‚X hydrogen
bond.

Figure 5. The variation of hydrogen-bonded O-H and H-N coupling constants forH2O-H+‚‚‚NCH as a function of the O-H distance. Solid
circles,JO-H; Solid squares,JH-N.

TABLE 3: Computed X -Y and Y-H Distances (Å) and One-Bond Coupling Constants (1hJH-Y) and Its Components (Hz), and
Reduced Coupling Constants [1hKH-Y (N A-2 m-3) × 1019] for X -H-Y Hydrogen Bonds with Significant Proton-Shared
Character

R(X-Y) R(Y-H) PSO DSO FC SD 1hJH-Y
1hKH-Y

Symmetric Hydrogen Bonds
N‚‚‚H‚‚‚N
35 (HCN)2H+ D∞h 2.521 1.260 0.7 -0.4 -56.3 -0.6 -56.6 46.5
36 (NH3)2H+ D3d 2.598 1.299 0.4 -0.3 -26.4 -0.2 -26.5 21.8
O‚‚‚H‚‚‚O
37 (H2O)2H+ C2 2.386 1.193 0.6 -0.6 -47.5 0.0 -47.5 29.2
38 (CO)2H+ D∞h 2.394 1.197 1.0 -0.7 -68.0 -0.5 -68.2 41.9
F‚‚‚H‚‚‚F
39 (HF)2H+ C2h 2.302 1.151 8.8 4.0 186.3 -3.8 195.3 17.3

Quasisymmetric Proton-Shared Hydrogen Bonds
40 H3NH+:NH3 C3V 2.704 1.591 0.5 -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2
41 COH+:FH 2.362 1.093 18.8 2.9 298.9 -5.3 315.3 27.9
42 HFH+:OC 2.362 1.271 1.1 -0.9 -39.3 -0.6 -39.7 24.4
43 H2OH+:NCH 2.471 1.337 0.7 -0.5 -33.9 -0.6 -34.3 28.2
44 HCNH+:OH2 2.471 1.134 0.0 -0.4 -65.1 0.1 -65.4 40.1
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In our recent study of X-H spin-spin coupling constants
across X-H-Y hydrogen bonds,10 we demonstrated that all
1KX-H (and 1JX-H) for X ) 13C, 15N, 17O, and19F could be
linearly related to the X-H distances times the square of the
Pauling electronegativity of X. We were not able to find a
similar relationship for Y‚‚‚H coupling constants. In our opinion,
the difficulties in doing this arise from the relatively small values
of 1hJH-Y, particularly for complexes with traditional hydrogen
bonds, and from the sensitivity of both the sign and magnitude
of 1hJH-Y to hydrogen bond type.

Conclusions

The following statements are supported by the computed
EOM-CCSD H-Y spin-spin coupling constants (1hJH-Y) across
X-H-Y hydrogen bonds for Y) 15N, 17O, and19F.

1. For traditional hydrogen bonds, all reduced Fermi-conctact
terms and reduced spin-spin coupling constants (1hKH-Y) are
negative, independent of the nature of the X-H donor.

2. For traditional hydrogen bonds,1KX-H and 2hKX-Y are
positive, and1hKH-Y is negative. The nuclear magnetic reso-
nance triplet wave function model (NMRTWM) suggests that
among lower-energy excited sigma-type triplet states, those with
wave functions that have a single node (or an odd number of
nodes) intersecting the X-H covalent bond and no nodes (or
an even number of nodes) intersecting the H‚‚‚Y hydrogen bond
are important in determining the signs of these reduced coupling
constants.

3. There must be a change in the signs of1KX-H and1hKH-Y

along the proton-transfer coordinate.
a. For symmetric hydrogen bonds,1KX-H and 1hKH-X are

equal and positive at equilibrium. Since waverfunctions for
triplet states with an odd number of nodes must have one node
passing through the H atom, dominate lower-energy states must
have one node (or an odd number of nodes) intersecting each
X-H bond.

b. For complexes stabilized by hydrogen bonds that have
acquired some proton-shared character, both1KX-H and1hKH-Y

are also positive. There must be a smooth change in the values
of coupling constants and a smooth transition among those triplet
states that determine coupling constants along the proton-transfer
coordinate.

4. The generalizations made concerning the signs of one- and
two-bond spin-spin coupling constants that can arise between
pairs of atoms that form an X-H-Y hydrogen bond enable
the prediction of the signs of the experimentally measured
coupling constants, taking into account the magnetogyric ratios
of the hydrogen-bonded atoms. Since1KX-H and 1hKH-Y are
both positive for hydrogen bonds with some proton-shared
character, determination of the signs of these coupling constants
may serve as a tool for confirming the presence or absence of
a proton-shared hydrogen bond.
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